Accession Record

Accession Number: 12-158

Collection Number: 288

Administrative Information

Title: The Workshop Way Collection

Date of Receipt: Unknown

Source Name:

Accession Type: gift

In Event of Disposal: do not discard

Processing Status: Needs additional processing

Location: SC, Row 11

Descriptive Information:

Workshop Way history, publications, drafts for publication, course outlines, notes for speeches by Sr. Grace Pilon, get well cards and birthday cards for Sr. Grace, articles about Sr. Grace and the Workshop Way, photographs, and other memorabilia. Some 250 Videocassettes and U-matic tapes describing the Workshop Way, its philosophy and psychology, teaching tapes, interviews with Sr. Grace, speeches by Sr. Grace, and tributes to Sr. Grace. (the Archives has no hardware to display the Videocassettes of U-matic tapes).

Provenance:

Arrangement: 18 storage boxes, 76 boxes, 4 half-size boxes, 2 oversize boxes, 15 videocassette boxes

Conditions of Use: None

Access Restrictions: None